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Ballistic pomt contacts, defined in the two-dimensional electron gas of a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure, have been studied in zero magnetic field The conductance changes in quantized Steps of e2/nh
when the width, controlled by a gate on top of the heterojunction, is vaned Up to sixteen Steps are observed when the pomt contact is widened from 0 to 360 nm An explanation is proposed, which assumes
quantized transverse momentum in the pomt-contact region
PACS numbers 72 20 Jv 73 40 Cg 73 40 Lq

As a result of the high mobihty attamable in the twodimensional electron gas (2DEG) in GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructures it is now becoming feasible to study ballistic transport in small devices '"6 In metals ideal tools for
such studies are constnctions havng a width W and
length L much smaller than the mean free path le
These are known äs Sharvin pomt contacts 7 Because of
the ballistic transport through these constnctions, the
resistance is determmed by the pomt-contact geometry
only Point contacts have been used extensively for the
study of elastic and melastic electron scattermg With
use of biased pomt contacts, electrons can be mjected
mto metals at energies above the Fermi level This allows the study of the energy dependence of the scattermg
mechamsms 8 With the use of a geometry containmg
two pomt contacts, with Separation smaller than le, electrons mjected by a pomt contact can be focused mto the
other contact, by the application of a magnetic field
This technique (transverse electron focusmg) has been
applied to the detailed study of Fermi surfaces 9
In this Letter we report the first expenmental study of
the resistance of ballistic pomt contacts m the 2DEG of
high-mobihty GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructures
The
smgle-pomt contacts discussed m this paper are part of a
double-pomt-contact device The results of transverse
electron focusmg m these devices will be published elsewhere '° The pomt contacts are dehned by electrostatic
depletion of the 2DEG underneath a gate This method,
which has been used by several authors for the study of
l D conduction,' 1 offers the possibility to control the
width of the pomt contact by the gate voltage Control
of the width is not feasible in metal pomt contacts
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The classical expression for the conductance of a pomt
contact m two dimensions (see below) is
G=(e2/nh)kYW/n

(1)

in which kf is the Fermi wave vector and W is the width
of the contact This expression is vahd if le» W and the
Fermi wavelength λρ<ίί W The first condition is satisfied
in our devices, which have a maximum width Wmm
«= 250 nm and le =8 5 μηι The second condition should
also hold when the devices have the maximum width
We expect quantum effects to become important when
the width becomes comparable to λρ, which is 42 nm m
our devices In this way we are able to study the transition from classical to quantum ballistic transport
through the pomt contact
The pomt contacts are made on high-mobility
molecular-beam-epitaxy-grown GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructures The electron density of the matenal is
3 5 6 x l 0 1 5 / m 2 and the mobihty 85 m 2 /V s (at 0 6 K)
These values are obtamed from the devices containmg
the studied pomt contacts A Standard Hall bar geometry is defined by wet etchmg Usmg electron-beam
lithography, a metal gate is made on top of the heterostructure, with an openmg 250 nm wide (mset m Fig 1)
The pomt contacts are defined by the application of a
negative voltage to the gate At Vg = — 0 6 V the electron gas underneath the gate is depleted, the conduction
takmg place through the pomt contact only At this voltage the pomt contacts have their maximum width Wmax,
about equal to the openmg between the gates By a further decrease of the gate voltage, the width of the pomt
contacts can gradually be reduced, until they are fully
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FIG. 2. Point-contact conductance äs a function of gate
voltage, obtained from the data of Fig. l after subtraction of
the lead resistance. The conductance shows plateaus at multiples of e^/πh.

(V)

FIG. 1. Point-contact resistance äs a function of gate voltage at 0.6 K. Inset: Point-contact layout.

pinched off at Vg = — 2.2 V.
We measured the resistance of several point contacts
äs a function of gate voltage. The measurements were
performed in zero magnetic field, at 0.6 K. An ac lockin
technique was used, with voltages across the sample kept
below kT/e, to prevent electron heating. In Fig. l the
measured resistance of a point contact äs a function of
gate voltage is shown. Unexpectedly, plateaus are found
in the resistance. In total, sixteen plateaus are observed
when the gate voltage is varied from —0.6 to — 2 . 2 V.
The measured resistance consists of the resistance of the
point contact, which changes with gate voltage, and a
constant series resistance from the 2DEG leads to the
point contact. As demonstrated in Fig. 2, a plot of the
conductance, calculated from the measured resistance
after subtraction of a lead resistance of 400 Ω, shows
clear plateaus at integer multiples of ε 2 / π } ϊ . The above
value for the lead resistance is consistent with an estimated value based on the lead geometry and the resistivity of the 2DEG. We do not know how accurate the
quantization is. In this experiment the deviations from
integer multiples of e 2/nh might be caused by the uncertainty in the resistance of the 2DEG leads. Inserting the
point-contact resistance at Vg = — 0.6 V (750 Ω) into
Eq. (1) we find for the width W / m a x = = 360 nm, in reason-

able agreement with the lithographically defined width
between the gate electrodes.
The average conductance increases almost linearly
with gate voltage. This indicates that the relation between the width and the gate voltage is also almost
linear. From the maximum width Wmm (360 nm) and
the total number of observed Steps (16) we estimate the
increase in width between two consecutive steps to be 22
nm.
We propose an explanation of the observed quantization of the conductance, based on the assumption of
quantized transverse momentum in the contact constriction. In principle this assumption requires a constriction
much longer than wide, but presumably the quantization
is conserved in the short and narrow constriction of the
experiment. The point-contact conductance G for ballistic transport is given by 7 '"
G=e2NQW(h/2m)(\kx

The brackets denote an average of the longitudinal wave
vector kx over directions on the Fermi circle, TVo
=ηι/πίϊ2 is the density of states in the two-dimensional
electron gas, and W is the width of the constriction. The
Fermi-circle average is taken over discrete transverse
wave vectors ky = ±nn/W (n =1,2,.. .), so that we can
write

ηπ

W n= l

(2)

W

(3)

Carrying out the Integration and substituting into Eq. (2), one obtains the result
N,

i

(4)

where the number of channels (or one-dimensional subbands) Nc is the largest integer smaller than kfW/π.

For
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l this expression reduces to the classical formula
[Eq. (1)]. Equation (4) teils us that G is quantized in
units of β2/π}ί in agreement with the experimental observation. With the increase of W by an amount of λρ/2,
an extra channel is added to the conductance. This compares well with the increase in width between two consecutive steps, determined from the experiment. Equation (4) may also be viewed äs a special case of the multichannel Landauer formula, 12 " 14

- Σ

η,m ™ 1

tnn

(5)

for transmission coefficients | tnm \ =ö„m corresponding
to ballistic transport with no channel mixing.
It is interesting to note that this multichannel Landauer formula has been developed to describe the idealized case of the resistance of a quantum wire, connected
to massive reservoirs, in which the inelastic-scattering
events are thought to take place exclusively. As discussed by Imry, 13 | tnm \2=δηηι corresponds to the case
that elastic scattering is absent in the wire also. The fact
that the conductance G =Nce2/nh of such an ideal wire
is finite15 is a consequence of the inevitable contact resistances associated with the connection to the thermalizing
reservoirs. The Undings described in this Letter may imply that we have realized an experimental System which
closely approximates the behavior of idealized mesocopic
Systems.
In summary we have reported the first measurements
of the conductance of single ballistic point contacts in a
two-dimensional electron gas. A novel quantum effect is
found: The conductance is quantized in units of e2/nh.
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